We present a scalable out-of-core technique for mapping colors from aerial oblique imagery to large scale aerial LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) point cloud. Our method does not require meshing or intensive processing of points, only fast and effective augmentation is applied to fill occluded points on building walls and under tree canopies. The presented system applies a modified visibility pass of GPU splatting to map colors, where occluded points are filtered out by projecting all points as oriented surface splats into images. A weighting scheme is utilized to accumulate colors from all contributing images while leveraging image resolution and surface orientation. The effectiveness of color mapping is demonstrated through visualizations of colored points by a GPU splatting algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Aerial Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is a time and cost efficient technique for digitizing large scale terrain and urban areas. In addition to geometric data collection, the use of imagery as textures in 3D landscape visualizations is an important methodology to improve appearance, 3D perception and interpretation by adding essential visual cues in color that are absent in the geometry.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Most commonly, the transfer of color from registered images to geometries involves texturing triangle meshes. Triangulation [8] and urban modeling [1, 2, 4] are used to extract meshes from raw unstructured LiDAR point clouds. Both methods require intensive processing and fail to recover complete and accurate urban scenes due to noise, occlusions and incomplete modeling capabilities. Often less salient structures such as street lights, power cables, cars, etc. are ignored.
Mapping colors from images directly to points is a new alternative. Some scanning systems [10] integrate cameras to provide LiDAR points with colors. But colored points produced by these systems often result in confetti-style color variations due to the mixing of adjacent points with different colors obtained from multiple scans and the consequent variations in lighting. A few approaches [6, 9] map points with colors extracted from external images, but none of these have been shown to work with aerial LiDAR.
With the increasingly common acquisition of high resolution aerial oblique images and recent development in imageto-LiDAR registration techniques [8, 11, 12] , we present an algorithm to fuse the color information from multiple preregistered aerial oblique images with an aerial LiDAR point cloud. This color mapping faces two major challenges: (i) Vertical surfaces such as building walls, and ground areas under tree canopies, are totally or partially occluded, resulting in gaps and sparsely sampled areas in the point cloud.
(ii) Both images and points are often too large to fit in mem-ory. For the first challenge, we augment the point cloud with missing points on building walls and under tree canopies by inferring the physical nature of LiDAR points from classification information. An out-of-core strategy is developed to process images and hierarchical partitioned points to address the second challenge.
Contributions: We believe this is the first algorithm for mapping multiple overlapping images onto augmented aerial LiDAR points.
• We apply a modified visibility pass of GPU splatting to map colors for points while determining visibility in a single pass. The method works for point clouds with any spatial resolution.
• We present a complete color mapping system that is generic to any co-registered oblique imagery and aerial LiDAR point cloud, regardless of sources. Figure 2 shows the workflow of the presented color mapping framework. The input oblique imagery is assumed to be pre-registered with the point cloud, i.e., for each image, the camera calibration matrix that maps 3D points in world space to 2D pixels in image space is known.
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
We first augment the point cloud to recover under-sampled areas such as building walls and ground under tree canopies by inferring the actual physical nature of points from classification, as detailed in [3] . The augmented point cloud is then spatially partitioned into GPU memory-manageable subsets and stored in a quadtree. Each leaf node of the quadtree relates to one subset of the point cloud.
Oblique imagery is processed one image after another in an out-of-core fashion as follows.
A hierarchical traversal of the quadtree locates leaf
nodes that are visible to the image. The points subsets relate to these visible leaf nodes are then distinguished.
2. The GPU-accelerated rendering pass projects points of visible subsets to the current image as surface splats. Overlapping splats form surfaces that can effectively filter out occluded points, while per pixel weight and point-index are stored in an off-screen rendering buffer.
3. The accumulation pass processes the rendering buffer of previous pass to add weights and colors to points in visible subsets.
After processing all images, each point contains the weight and color accumulated from all contributing image pixels. The color normalization operation parses all points one last time and updates the final color of each point as the weighted average of accumulated colors.
COLOR MAPPING
Compared to the texture mapped triangle meshes, color mapped points are light-weight in a sense that no image or texture coordinates need to be attached while rendering. Therefore, we can afford to map to points the fused colors from multiple images that could potentially deliver a better visual performance than using a single image. With multiple images available, the task is to assign a color for each LiDAR point by evaluating all contributing oblique image pixels. For each oblique image Ii with size (Wi, Hi), given the calibration matrix Mi, the camera position Ci in world space is estimated.
Rendering Pass
An oblique image often covers a small portion of the whole scanned area, so only points subsets that are potentially visible to the image need to be processed. We select these subsets by hierarchical traversal of the quadtree nodes. The visibility of each quadtree node is performed by checking the projected bounding box of the node with boundaries of the image Ii.
We define the screen space by the quad ((0, 0), (Wi, Hi)) to make one to one correspondence between screen pixels and image pixels of Ii. Points of the list of visible leaf nodes are projected onto the screen space via Mi and rendered as splats using a modified visibility pass of GPU splatting [5] as follows.
• The depth buffer is regular with no offset.
• An additional off-screen rendering buffer Bwi is used to store weight and point-index per pixel.
The weight is used to measure the color contribution of the corresponding image pixel to associated point. We take as weight the dot product of the point's normal and the normalized view direction. The point-index is used to locate the point. Since the depth test is on for the visibility pass, occluded points are either discarded or overwritten, therefore the resulting buffer Bwi stores only weights and point-indices of points that are closest to the camera.
Compared to the visibility computation of [9] which first renders points as pixel-sized points and then applies a screenspace operation over the depth buffer, our method requires only one singe rendering pass to pick out visible points. Furthermore, the approach of [9] identifies occluded points by thresholding the accessibility of a point based on the solid angle sustained by other points in the direction of the camera, while we provide a base splat size parameter to adapt to various data resolution and to control the portion of occluded points. Our parameter is more intuitive to adjust. Lastly, the method of [9] aims at extremely dense points only, our splatting method is more generic that can be applied to points with any resolution, either thousands of points/m 2 or less than ten points/m 2 .
Accumulation Pass
To sample colors from image Ii, the accumulation pass parses pixel by pixel the buffer Bwi of the rendering pass. If an pixel (u, v) of Bwi stores a positive weight w together with a point-index j, we locate the point in the file F on disk (each point is associate with a rgba structure where rgb is used to store color and a for weight) and accumulate the color and weight of image Ii as follows:
The weighting scheme applied in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 effectively takes into account the most important factors in the traditional triangle-based texture mapping [2] :
• Image Resolution The splat size is calculated based on the distance between the corresponding point and the camera's position Ci. If the point is near Ci, it will produce a bigger splat resulting more pixels in Bwi and a larger accumulated weight for image Ii. This is coincident with the idea that the image with larger resolution for a surface should take a bigger weight.
• Surface Orientation The weight w is the dot product between the splat's normal and view direction, which ensures that images taken from a more direct and perpendicular view have larger weights and vice versa.
Color Normalization
After processing all images, contributions of image pixels associated with a LiDAR point j is gathered in the form of accumulated color and weight in F [j].rgba. Through one last pass of all points, the final color of each point j is calculated by normalization of the accumulated color as follows:
After this pass, the colored point cloud can be directly rendered using any GPU splatting methods.
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
The implementations use C#, OpenGL 2.1 and the Cg [7] language for shaders. A computer equipped with dual-core Intel Core i3 3.20GHz CPU, 6GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GT 520 graphics card, Seagate 7200RPM hard disk and Windows 7 was used for testing.
The aerial LiDAR data cover the area of the USC campus near downtown Los Angeles with two data resolutions. The aerial oblique imagery consists of 410 pre-registered images with resolution 4992×3328 for a total size of 5.34GB. A typical oblique image covers a quarter of the scene. Table 1 shows the basic information of point data and the color mapping performance. The time measures all operations from loading the original point cloud till the colored points produced. Because the dense point cloud incorporates more details than the sparse data (not shown due to limited space), we use the dense point data to generate all rendering images shown in this paper. Figure 1 shows that our system successfully produces textures on both building roofs and walls. Figure 3 demonstrates that we can provide comparable visual cues as the ground truth image. Figure 4 compares visualizations of our colored points and texture mapped polygonal models generated by [11] and [2] . Besides the added visual cues from roads and vegetation, our method provides comparable if not better details on building facades. Note that the quality of both methods is affected by the point clouds quality, data resolution, registration accuracy, and imagery quality.
In Figure 1 and Figure 3 (a), the building roofs show better visual appearance than walls. This is due to the different image quality of horizontal and vertical regions. Because aerial oblique imagery uses a vertical viewing axis, which guarantees optimal resolution for horizontal regions, but depicts vertical elements only to perspective effects.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a scalable out-of-core technique for mapping color information from aerial oblique imagery to large scale aerial LiDAR point cloud that are from the same or different sources. The presented system is simple to implement, effective to produce good results, scalable to arbitrarily large data and generic to be applied to data with any resolution. The experimental results show that color mapping of points can greatly improve the quality of LiDAR points visualization.
For future work, we will apply image processing techniques to handle occlusion and illumination variance in the oblique images. The current weighting scheme can be further improved by considering other heuristics like viewing distance, photometric estimators, etc.
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